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ABSTRACT

Pulse compression filters are used extensively in

modern radar systems. The nature of output waveforms from

dispersive delay pulse compression filters driven by spe-

cific matched input waveforms has been studied in great

detail for these raclar applications. However, little work

has been done to generalize these results. This paper

obtains an expression for the filter output in terms of

arbitrary input signals. Several particular input waveforms

are analyzed using an ideal filter with assumed specific

characteristics. In an attempt to indicate trends, differ-

ent pulse widths and linear frequency modulation rates are

assumed for the pulse shapes chosen. The resulting output

envelopes are plotted graphically.

The author wishes to express his appreciation for the

assistance and encouragement given him by Professor Glen A.

Myers of the U. S. Naval Postgraduate School.
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I. Introduction,

The development of radar, starting prior to World War

II, and continuing to the present, has fostered many concepts

in the areas of data orocessing and signal design. "Sarly

systems used single R-F pulses for echo ranging. Range was

necessarily limited by average power transmitted, necessitat-

ing long time duration pulses for long detection ranges.

Unfortunately, range resolution decreases as pulse width

increases. Initial attempts to resolve this conflict were

merely extensions of the basic single pulse approach: In-

crease peak, power, thereby increasing average transmitted

power and hence range, without increasing pulse width or

degrading range resolution.

The limitations of this approach were obvious. Thus

much effort was, and still is, being directed (toward a

better understanding of the basic factors leading to opti-

mum performance of radar systems. This led to the concept

of matched filtering. This involves the "design" of an in-

put signal which is constrained or "matched" to the receiver

system so as to minimize apparent pulse width, maintain aver-

age signal power and maximize signal to noise ratio. The

technique of designing an echo ranging system employing a

long time duration, frequency modulated signal, and a matched

receiver to "compress" this signal is the chirp concept.

This concept was arrived at independently by several men,

among them Dicke [l] , and Darlington^. Their work, conducted

independently in the early 1950' s, represented an attempt to
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define theoretical performance limitations in pulse radar

systems. This led to U.S. Patents being issued to the two

men in January, 1953 and May, 1954 respectively. Their

theoretical work was extensively developed and given practi-

cal application by Klauder [3} at Bell Telephone Laboratory

and Cook [4J at Sperry Gyroscope Company, among others.

That this is one practical approach to the radar prob-

lem is evidenced by the many operational systems in existence

today which utilize its concept [fjQ. However, this general

concept has benefits throughout the fields of radio communi-

cations and data processing.

The nature of output waveforms obtained from these

dispersive delay lines driven by specific matched input wave-

forms has been studied in detail for radar applications.

Little work, however, has been done to generalize these

results. This paper obtains an expression for output wave-

forms from the filter in terms of a general input signal.

Thus, while it is not the intent here to present any new

uses for the chirp filter or dispersive delay line, the

nature of this analysis should be useful to those concerned

with such applications.

The first portion of this paper is devoted to the deri-

vation of a general expression for the waveform out of a

pulse compression filter in terms of an arbitrary time enve-

lope input. This results in a formal integral equation,

equation (6).
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As examples, several inputs, some matched to the filter

and others mismatched, are then examined in some detail,

using an ideal filter with specified characteristics. The

mathmatical functions derived for output envelopes of these

examples are plotted as figures (4) through (17). In an

attempt to indicate trends and allow interpolation between

curves, several different pulse widths and linear frequency

modulation rates are chosen.

No attempt is made to examine output phase characteris-

tics in detail. However the analytical expressions for

phase, as a function of time, are derived for completeness.

Several general observations and interpretations of

output characteristics are offered in the Conclusions and

Interpretations section.

Derivations for output expressions for the specific

input examples chosen are included as Appendices I and II.



2. Analysis and Results.

An expression for the output waveform of the dispersive

filter in terms of the input time function and the filter

characteristic will now be derived. Figure (1) illustrates

the problem in simple form.

\ r\ pv t s>q^».l

S(t1

a u 4 p u4 5 i«nal

Figure 1. Indication of the parameters
of interest.

Given an input function s(t), passing through a linear

filter having impulse response h(t), it is desired to obtain

an expression for the output, g(t). Since the filter is a

linear device, this can be expressed as

G (w) = 5(^) H(uj) 10

where G(u>) and S(^) are the Fourier transforms of the output

and input time functions respectively, and H(^) is the filter

transfer function. That is

f-t) = aTT J G (oj) e duj cn
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and

S(ir) = 2.TT J 5f^ e d^

Then from (1) and (2)

- oo

As noted in the introduction, expressions for g(t) have

been obtained for particular input functions by Klauder[3J,

Cook [4], and Fowle[63. An expression for the output for an

arbitrary input signal is desired.

In general, the transfer function of a linear filter is

complex and can therefore be written

where |H(w)| is the magnitude and $(^) is the phase of H(uj).

For a disnersive filter

0M = xh

where u. is the center frenuency at which no phase shift

(no time delay) is introduced by the filter, and k is the

rate of change of time delay with frequency. The time delay

is then given by

JAM

This relation is shown graphically in figure (2).

The input time function is defined as
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Figure 2. Plot of time delay t , versus
input frequency u>

.

where 0(t) is the time phase and f(t) is an arbitrary time

function. It will simplify the mathematics if, at this

point, 0(t) is defined as

0(t)r u,t + ft

AtThe instantaneous frequency o; is then ^| or

Uj. - UJ , + Kt

From (3), the output time function is

GO X.

(*> •PO^e
,c^^ tV-^

d f J, fW>

where r is a variable of integration. (It should be pointed

outithat g(t) will, in general, be a complex function. The

physical output time function is obtained by taking the real

part of g( t) .

)
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Exchanging the order of integration yields

q(t)- trf J
f t^ e

|
e j wo ar

which can be expressed asDe expressed as

Letting Tfi?u- uj-o-» 4k(t-*') and performing necessary algebraic

manipulation gives

-BO J««.

Recognizing that

-ae !ul ft

f £
Jl<

"cU c Tne rV
U)

the output becomes

Realizing that the term (uj.-uj.) represents merely a constant

phase shift through the filter, uj, may now be set equal to uj,

with no loss of generality.

Carrying out this substitution gives

3
(*>-/]? e

jM'!*vf) r". i^tr

By defining F(o) as the Fourier transform of f(t), the

output iiay be written

l(t)-hn e r i-kt) (-0
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This result shows that for an input signal which con-

sists of an arbitrary envelope, f(t), and a carrier which is

being frequency modulated in a linear fashion, i.e.

4(0 = uj.t + i t
1-

the output of the filter consists of an envelope whose time

function may be thought of as the Fourier transform of the

input, with variable (-kt) replacing the more familiar (^)

,

and a carrier which is being frequency modulated at the same

rate as the input, but in the opposite sense, i.e.

In particular, two cases of interest have been rather

extensively investigated: (1) When the input envelope is a

rectangular pulse of duration 2T [7] , and (2) When the input

envelope is gaussian [6] , i.e.

t<o - e"
c

This form of the output, equation (6), can be checked

by using results obtained previously by others.

Applying (6) to case (1) gives

get) \ -Cert e c\r

Substituting

*W* T « , LL ftl jeuihe/e.
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gives

el* (E>

which vhen integrated yields

and agrees with results of Chin [7J .

For case (2)

f<t)=- e

Again applying equation (6)

,<*>»M e
J

J
e e ^

-el

which when integrated gives

It is seen that the output envelope is also gaussian

which agrees with Fowle , et.al. [6],

Another waveform is now considered to indicate the

general nature of the derived expression. Let

then from (6)

to -- irrt e
I

i^i

,$ uj.i* e. df

15



which after integration and suitable algebraic manipulation

may be expressed as

.WW SCp? «-•
« if-.t-i*^!

( ,

IU| e

Figure (3) shows the three output envelopes plotted as time

functions with pulse width, T, and filter constant, k, as

parameters. Figures (4), (6), and (8) respectively show

the three cases for Varying pulse widths and a particular

value of filter constant.

Mismatched Input Signals

The previous development has considered cases where

the input signal was matched to the filter. That is, the

carrier was being linearly frequency modulated at a rate

equal to the filter constant. If the derived output

expression is to have general application, it should be

useful also for input signals which are not matched to the

filter. The input for the preceding analysis was specified

as

For inputs of the form

A filter is said to be matched to a particular sig-
nal if the filter transfer function is the complex conjugate
of the signal. The dispersive filter with transfer function
H(>^) - e^^^pr is thus matched to an input of the form
s(t)--P(t)e'

UJ • t ' !l *
,

, as shown by Chin and Cook [7], where
f(t)r l

-T«t<r and elsewhere.

16
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or

then f(t), which is an arbitrary time function, can be

defined as

(<.*)= v (V> e
>*t-

Then

and the expression obtained in (6) is thus applicable to

cases where the input signal is not matched to the filter.

Similarly, for different modulation rates, f(t) may be

expressed as

(
M-k> ,

giving an input

) i t'

s(0- yio e

The problem becomes one of evaluating the right side of (6 ).

Fortunately, there is a large class of useful functions

where this evaluation is not only possible, but quite

direct. The three envelope shapes previously considered

belong to this class.

Constant Frequency Carrier Inputs.

The case where the input signal is a constant frequency

carrier having a rectangular pulse envelope will now be

18



considered. Let

£Ci)- v CO e

Then

S (t) = WOe*'

Applying (6)

^(0 = ' ITT e
,c«.t -«*%») !\ *!*-*">,

(hi

Completing the square in the exponential

(rt» fiS e

-T

jIC*-o
<i*

Then substituting iff u. »ft(*-*)

§W= ff c
J

e d u

The real part of the output is expressed as an envelope

(*V>

,[^j = k C[-fi (**>]+ *C[fS(T-oJ (>M>

and a phase term

C*0

19



where C(x) and S(x) are the Fresnel cosine and sine inte-

grals respectively defined as

CM =
J <Ur* ?Vdt
o

K

A plot of the real envelope of g(t) for varying pulse widths

is shown in figure (5).

If the input envelope is gaussian rather than rectan-

gular, and the above analysis is applied, the resulting

output envelope is also gaussian and of the form

Again, taking the real part of the envelope and phase yields

6* {*(«}* ft (^JV e (n^

and

,i

For the case of a half cosine wave envelope

the output becomes

where

20



Derivations of the above expressions are shown in

Appendix I, The resulting outputs are plotted in fl ures

(7) and (9) respectively.

Hi snatched Linear FM Inputs

The two special input functions, constant carrier fre-

quency and matched linear frequency nodulated carrier have

been examined. It is now appropriate to look at inputs in

which the carrier is linearly frequency modulated at a rate

different from the filter constant. The filter transfer

function remains

j

vac .*>>- e

uip^

> IK

But the input is now defined as

SCO -- i(0 e

where y(t) is an arbitrary time function. The instantaneous

carrier frequency for s(t) is then

Wl s u->« + h~

This type of vnput can be separated into two classes;

those inputs for which j*. is less than k, and those for

which /*. is greater than k. A detailed analysis of both

cases is shown in Appendix II where y(t) is defined as

n .t $ t * t

The results are included here to indicate filter behavior.
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For the case /*• less than k, the output is

Uo)
A

where

*»-(StT£t*£J b- l^V'- fife J

UO

(ll)

giving an envelope

E»'f,tt)J -- IrfdSk [e(rt-cWj

and phase

Figures (10) through (17) show output envelopes for varying

pulse widths and values of ^ between k and -k. If u. is set

equal to zero, the resulting expression for g(t) should

agree with equation (13) (constant frequency rectangular

envelope input). Carrying out this substitution, the out-

put reduces to

where

•\ (0 ~ it
e

.- -[i(™*>

b n u
1

J
-<

-- (% (r-ti

which shows the analysis is consistent at this point. For

the same function y(t) but f or p greater than k, the output

becomes

g(t)* ^LM-kJ e J

22



where

<"<
= - rr

\
)*/>;»] ^(&H*-&I

A somewhat surprising result is that the output envelope

depends only on|k-H and not on the sign of this difference.

I.e.

where C(x) is the Fresnel cosine integral as nreviously

defined. The difference in the outputs for the two cases

lies only in the phase of the carrier.

23



3» Conclusions and Intrepretations.

Thus far, this paper has developed mathematical

expressions for the chirp filter output waveforms. These

expressions are useful to the extent that they permit

interpretations of the outputs in terms of physical appli-

cations. Some of the properties of the output waveforms,

available through examination of the expressions and their

associated graphs, are presented here.

Figures (5a), (7a) and (9a) show output envelopes for

relatively wide input envelope of the three shapes previ-

ously considered. The carrier frequency of these envelopes

is held constant throughout the pulse, i.e.; the input sig-

nal is purposely mismatched to the filter. The character-

istics of the filter are such that if a pure sinusoid is

used to drive the filter, the only difference between input

and output waveforms is a phase shift proportional to the

frequency of the sinusoid. For a constant carrier frequency

pulse of long duration, the major contribution to the fre-

quency spectrum is the carrier frequency itself with only

minor portions due to the amplitude modulation of the pulse

envelope, independent of its shape. Thus for long pulses

it is reasonable to expect that the output waveform from

the filter should approach the input. In the limit as T

'-The principle of time-bandwidth product invariance
would indicate that, as time duration of pulse increases,
energy content in the frequency spectrum becomes concen-
trated in a narrowing frequency region about the carrier
frequency.

24



approaches c*> the two are identical and filter is just a

delay line. Referring to figures (5a), (7a), and (9a),

this appears to be true. The outputs for 100 microsecond

half pulse width inputs bear a greater resemblance to these

inputs than the 10 microsecond or even 50 microsecond half

pulse widths. However, as expected, this difference is not

as noticeable in the gaussian case, where amplitude modula-

tion effects are minimized (a characteristic of the gaussian

envelope)

.

Figures (4d) through (9d) show the output envelopes

for very narrow input pulse widths. In this case the major

frequency components in the waveform are due to amplitude

modulations rather than carrier frequency variations. For

very narrow pulses with similar maximum amplitude, the fre-

quency spectrum, to a rough approximation, changes only

slightly with pulse shape. This being the case, the output

pulse shape should remain approximately the same for all

narrow input pulse shapes providing the energy content is

of the same order of magnitude, and maximum amplitudes and

pulse widths change but little. Also, vhen. the pulse is

narrow, the carrier frequency changes within the pulse are

small, even vhen the carrier is being linearly frequency

modulated. Thus, whether the input signal is matched or

mismatched to the filter, the slow variations in the output

will be only slightly affected. Comparing figure (4d) with

(5d) and figure (8d) with (9d) respectively, it is noted

that the fine structure apparent in the output for the

25



mismatched case disappears in the matched case, yielding a

sort of "envelope of the envelope" output. The actual rea-

son for this phenomenon escapes the rather simple mathemat-

ical derivations presented here. However, the more detailed

analysis of the rectangular pulse, which includes interme-

diate stages between constant carrier frequency pulses and

matched frequency modulated carrier pulses, indicates a

possible explanation. As the input approaches a matched

input, the output envelope oscillations become so rapid

they disappear altogether, leaving only the slowly varying

waveform shown in figure (4d). Due to characteristics

inherent in the gaussian envelope, e.g. having a finite

value for all time, it does not exhibit this property which

is apparent in the time limited envelopes. However, the

output envelope for a narrow gaussian envelope input cer-

tainly resembles closely the slowly varying portion of the

output for the rectangular pulse and the half cosine pulses.

The output for a gaussian input envelope also exhibits

other interesting properties. As shown in equations (11)

and (16) and in figures (5) and (7), the output envelope,

when the filter is driven by a waveform with a gaussian enve-

lope, is always gaussian. This is true whether the carrier

frequency is constant or is being linearly frequency modu-

lated. Though it does not appear intuitively obvious that

all the frequency components will be combined within the

filter to yield this result, it can be predicted once equa-

tion (6) is obtained. One interesting property of a gaussian

26



pulse is that its Fourier transform is also a gaussian

pulse. Equation (6) indicates that the chirp filter can

be regarded as giving an output which is the Fourier trans-

form of the input. Thus for a gaussian envelope input, it

would be expected that the output envelope would be gaussian.

During this study two points which might be of partic-

ular interest at the present time were uncovered: an insight

into the effect of doppler shift in returning radar signals

on receiver output; and the possible use of a dispersive

delay line of the chirp filter type as a spectrum analyzer.

It is evident in examining figures (10) thru (17) and

comparing equation (9) with equation (lo) that mismatched

signal inputs will affect the output signal. In particular,

if the frequency modulation late of the input signal is not

exactly matched to the filter itself, the output envelope

assumes a different shape. In papers concerned with radar

utilization of the chirp concept, the effect of target

velocity, or doppler frequency shift, on incoming signals,

has been treated as if the change in modulation rate of the

return echo is not present. That is, over the frequency

interval of interest, doppler shift is considered a func-

tion only of target velocity, independent of frequency.

However, the magnitude of doppler shift is actually propor-

tional not only to velocity, but to frequency. Thus the

effect of a moving target on a chirp type radar would be to

change the modulation rate of the input. Therefore the

output would not only be retarded or advanced in time, but

27



the actual output envelope would assume a different shape.

Perhaps this envelope shape change could be detected and

used to correct the range error introduced by the time

delay. It should be noted however, that the envelope shape

by itself will not indicate direction of doppler shift but

only magnitude. This is seen in equation (24) which shows

that the envelope is a f 'unction of the absolute value of

the difference between the filter constant and the signal

frequency modulation rate and does not depend on the sign

of this difference.

As indicated previously, the chirp filter may be

thought of as giving an output waveform, in time, which

under suitable carrier modulation, is the Fourier transform

of the input time envelope waveform, i.e.

• oe

This gives rise to the concept of a spectrum analyzer

which consists of an input section and a chirp type filter.

The input section generates a carrier which is being fre-

quency modulated at the filter constant rate and which could

be amplitude modulated by the input signal being analyzed.

By suitable calibration of an output time display, the

actual frequency components of the input signal could be

shown. \X61

Figure (18a) shows output pulse width as a function of

input pulse width for a chirping rectangular pulse envelope.

It is interesting to note that the product of output pulse

28



width times input pulse width is a constant. I.e. if input

kT1pulse width is 2T and output envelope varies as

then output pulse width times input pulse width equals

* r
(rirr) or 5 „ Thus for input pulses longer than 5 , the

f

filter acts as a pulse compressor, whereas for inputs of

shorter duration than ^ , it is effectively a pulse stretcher.

I cc

t

10 .

i

I0O

t

10

1

ioo

Figure 18. Plot of output pulse width
versus input pulse width for rectangular
pulse envelope. (a) matched frequency
modulated carrier input. (b) constant
frequency carrier input

•

This property is also exhibited for the gaussian case

as shown in figure (19a). Consider the pulse width for a

gaussian pulse to be the time between points which aree of

the maximum value. If the input is given by tW r ? then

from (11), the output varies as c and the "pulse widths"

are t- * k and r-t "V* respectively. The product of input

and output pulse widths thus defined is equal to "«•
.
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v< 1

\
• o I oo

T u+-5>

Figure 19. Plot of output c" points versus
input «.'' points* gaussian envelope. (a)
matched frequency modulated input, (b) con-
stant frequency carrier.

For the half cosine envelope the product of first zero

crossing of input and output for the matched case is also

a constant, il , This relationship is plotted in figure (20a),

The constant carrier frequency pulse widths are plotted

in each case for comparison and to indicate how compression

effect is lost when input signal is mismatched.

\<o

Figure 20. Plot of first zero crossing,
input versus output, half cosine enve-
lope, (a) matched frequency modulated
carrier, and (b) constant frequency carrier,
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Finally, figure (21) shows output pulse width as a

function of input carrier modulation rate for constant

input pulse widths.

T^IOO

Figure 21. Output pulse width as a
function of carrier modulation rate.
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It is evident from the curves that by proper pulse

shaping of matched inputs Side lobe supression and hence

ambiguity minimization, may be achieved, but only at the

expense of compression, thereby losing resolution. It is

also evident that -lismatching of the input causes large

deviations from predicted output, with greatly reduced

pulse compression. Pulse stretching of even long pulses

can be achieved if the mismatch is severe enough. E.g.

figure (lid) shows pulse expansion of two to one when the

input is chirping in the opposite sense. The output pulse

width appears linearly related to the carrier modulation

rate except in the neighborhood of matched conditions.
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4. Recommendations For Future Work*

In this report, the shape of the output envelope for

various matched and mismatched envelopes has been derived

and plotted. While analytical expressions for the output

phase were indicated, there was no attempt to analyze or to

display this information graphically. This phase structure

may also be of interest, and hence warrant additional work.

For example, the problem of indentifying and processing

doppler shift information could be explored by a careful

analysis of the phase structure of the filter output signal.

In addition, it is of interest to inquire about the

output of a dispersive delay filter when the input is a

random process. This output would necessarily have to be

described statistically. In general, the power spectrum

of the output from a linear filter, in response to a random

process input, is equal to the power spectrum of the input

process times the square of the magnitude of the filter

transfer function [8J . I.e.

For the ideal dispersive delay filter

and
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Therefore the power spectrum of the output is identically

equal to the power spectrum of the input. Another statistic

that may be meaningful in some applications is the form to

the output amplitude density function. The problem is then

to evaluate the amplitude density function of

where g(t), f(r), and k are as previously defined, except

that now f(r) is a random process of known amplitude den-

sity function. For an input random process which is

gaussian, Davenport and Root [8] have shown g(t) will also

have a gaussian distribution. However, Papoulis ^9] has

indicated that there are other classes of random processes,

which could yield a gaussian output process. An examination

of the above problem could yield meaningful results, for

example when considering applications of these dispersive

delay lines to communications, data processing, and

measurement systems.

In a recent articla, Ward [15] has examined a pulse com-

pression filter with arbitrary time duration impulse response

In particular, he has derived an output expression for such

a filter driven by a matched rectangular pulse input. Addi-

tional work in analysis of this band limited filter for

arbitrary matched and mismatched inputs, would be of interest
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APPENDIX I

MATHEMATICAL DERIVATIONS, CONSTANT FREQUENCY INPUTS

Output expressions for gaussian envelope, constant

carrier frequency input, and half cosine wave envelope,

constant carrier frequency input, will be derived here.

For the gaussian input, the input signal is of the form

s(-k\- c e
i tP * 1

In order to apply equation (6) the input must be expressed

as

sit)- $(*) e
J

Therefore the arbitrary function f(t) becomes

Substituting into equation (6) the output is

The integrand, after completing the square in the combined

exponential becomes
x.

Substituting&

w. (•Sj{l
l

C
Y
-.^TrJ
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the output is

iM s F(^?7I7kJ e e J e
•••

Expressing

» ii

J. J„ ,

j^THl ^v

and

j*
i»v+?jK H«S HKV S«t*4lK V

and realizing that

J
•" * 4u • fCr

0»

the output becomes

Defining the real output as an envelope, En)g(t)]-,

and a phase term

Thus it is shown that the output time function possesses

a true gaussian envelope with a quadratic phase carrier.

For the half cosine wave input, the input signal is of the

form
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Expressing the input in a form suitable for equation (6)

">- to
cfti u». i £

.At* ^,sA*it v
.2 < *. < ff

and substituting yields

-2L

l*3i* _ v.
o-J,"t

Expressing costo,t as i[e J

4 e"
j

]

«W* 4« ]

(-'-*-&**> * (
J ».v

, + t
.^-(t +

âr

TT

Id)

Substituting

equation 1(5) becomes

where

c = y,T v t "^ - t uJ,i

and C(x) and S(x) are the Fresnel cosine and sine integrals

respectively defined as
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The real envelope of the output may be expressed as

E*&<*>} a ak cos w,+ [ c(b)-c(a)K(a)- c(c)j

t£fE sUuM. L S(b) " S(a> -SCd) + SfOj

and ,se & j

! w ,^ , -, riek_^\ [Ct^ . u^-j + S^ ^it 1(^- S(
^l

+ +,
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APPENDIX II

MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION, MISMATCHED FM INPUTS

Output expressions for inputs of the form

when the filter transfer function is

H<uy>= eJ

[ U> Li-'o)

and

will be derived here. Two expressions will be derived;

(a) yu. less than k and (b) yu. greater than k.

For the case y*. less than k, the input will be

redefined as

wilere

Equation (6) can be used to evaluate the output, i.e.

Completing the square in the integrand exponential

•T
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and substituting

yields

where

Thus the envelope and phase are

t*{ 9 MJ - itf^:]
l
Lc(b)-c(a)]

and

For the case y*. rreater than k the input will be defined as

Thus the output becomes

completing the square and substituting

yields
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where
A

„. (^)l-r-m I.- r^>-^J

Thus the envelope and phase are

and

^( t ), bo e -t -50-»#»r)*
x
*f **«

C(b)-C(a>

S(b) -s(«0
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